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ANALYSIS PROCESS
Thematic urban analyses have been done with the help 
of physical observations and registrations at multiple 
visits to Nørresundby. Taking photos, notes and mapping 
helped document our findings for use throughout the 
project. Data from different databases of maps, statistics, 
satellite images, aerial photos etc. has also been an 
important contribution to obtain the needed information. 

The analysis phase was revisited throughout the project. 
With focus and ideas changing and shifting while the project 
evolved, we had to go back and make sure we had the right 
base for making strategic and rational decisions for the design. 

Landuse 

Residental

Mixed function (Active street frontage 
on ground floor)

Commercial/office/public institutions

Industrial

Around Nørresundby square there is a lot of mixed use where 
it gradually becomes more residential.Towards the harbour 
around the bridge there is also a mixed use of functions.
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Space use

Traffic numbers

The whole harbour front is a public area for recreational 
activities. Around the bridge landing and the large roads 
there is an island of a public area with some dead spaces 
too. In the inner city there is the public Nørresundby square 
which has a straight visual connection down to the harbour.

Semi public

Public

Private

Dead area

Location Year Traffic number
car

Brudge landing 2014 28241

Østerbrogade 2009 11582

Vesterbrogade 2009 12338

Harbour Street 2012 1557

Nørresund Square 2014 1386

Traffic numbers from Aalborg municipality

© GeoDanmark

Papirformat: A4
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Sketches 

West crossing
• No visual bicycle connections in the intersection
• Bicycle lane stops close to busy traffic
• View towards the harbour
• Small parking area near the square and where the main roads splits east or west

Beach street
• Only one bicycle lane on the one 

side of the road
• Parked cars along the road - 

blocking views
• Incoming traffic from a main road

East crossing
• Cyclists have no bicycle lane to continue to go west -missing connection
• Large intersection with smaller road islands
• Bus stop

Harbour street
• The two bicycle lanes by 

the road does not contin-
ue down to the harbour

• There is no dedicated 
bicycle lane crossing 
that connects the green 
pathway with the under 
bridge area.

• The green pathway is 
shared space for cyclists 
and pedestrians
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DESIGN PROCESS
Mobility plan 2040

Aalborg Municipality

The plan is used in the report as a prerequisite for the sce-
nario building and as an aid to guide the strategic design de-
velopment. The following info presents some relevant con-
tent and data from the plan. 

Overall vision: 

The overall goals: 

• 0 killed and 50% less seriously injured in the traffic in 
2025, as well as 0 seriously injured in 2040

• 43% of trips in 2025 and 50% of trips in 2040 are made 
by bicycle or on foot

• Maximum 20% of trips in 2025 and a maximum of 15% 
of trips in 2040 are made by cars with only 1 person

• 10% fewer noise-burdened homes in 2025 and 50% 

less noise-burdened homes in 2040
• 100% fossil-free public transport by 2025 and by 2040 

100% emission-free
• 100% fossil-free municipal vehicles in 2025 and in 2040 

100% emission-free
• Mobility for everyone 
• More value from resources 

Overall trends:

Composition of the passenger transport: 
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Sketching process

Existing situation Strategic concept

Placement of functions Design ideas/concepts

Existing situation Strategic concept

Placement of functions Design ideas/concepts

Target Group Location Type of 
mobility travel

Current 
Behaviour

Future 
Behaviour

Kid
Morten

Age group:
7-15

Live in 
Skansekvarteret

Walking

Biking

Parents drives 
him

Bored walking along side-
walks by main roads with 
cars everywhere and every-
thing is grey; no playgrounds.
 

Feels scary thinking about it 
because there are no proper 
infrastructures.

It is fine, because it is fast 
and easy.

Feels safe to cross. Confident 
enough to
find his way to school.
He can play on his way back 
home which he enjoys.

More confident with the new 
safe visual connections. It 
allows freedom to be sporty.

Parents can drop them off 
at meeting points to join the 
walking school buses with his 
friends.

Family dad
Rasmus

Age group:
25-40

Lives in the new 
harbour apartment 
building in Stigsborg 
with private car park-
ing.

Walking

Biking

Public transport

Car (driving)

Would rather take car if he 
can, because it is just easier 
if he needs to transport the 
whole family. And it is the 
most efficient way to get 
somewhere fast. 

He sees his bicycling as sport 
not everyday transport.

Too many people and he 
needs to wait for public 
transports.

Uses his car everywhere, 
there is good infrastructures 
for that and a lot of possibili-
ties to park everywhere.

Finds it flexible to walk to 
nearby areas because of the 
pedestrian friendly areas.

Finds it flexible to bike in the 
city. It takes now less time and 
it is safe.

Easier to use.

Uses car for long travels.
Not many parking possibili-
ties available close to his final 
destinations in the city

Elderly
Margretha

Age group:
60-90

She lives in an elder-
ly home

Walking

Public transport

She finds it difficult to walk on 
uneven surfaces and there is 
no definition of path close to 
busy traffic.
There is not enough cross-
ings for her to feel safe.

Difficulty in locating bus 
stops.

Attractive environment that 
makes her look forward to her 
daily walks in the city. Enough 
resting areas along the way.

Easy access to bus stops, and 
places to sit while waiting for it.

Target group relation to mobilities

Morten: his parents are usually taking him to school - when the route to school feels more pedestrian prioritised, parents let 
him go to school alone. When HE is walking he likes to wander around and act playful. 

Rasmus: uses car most of the time for everything - car is his fastest and most comfortable way to commute for him - it rep-
resents a certain status for him.

Margretha: walks slow and uses public transport to travel - needs to rest on her way - doesn’t enjoy fast pace streets because 
it makes her uncomfortable and unsafe.

Character board
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First Concept
West crossing - as the main bicycle path - 

and the East crossing stays like it is now

Pros:
• Cycling from Nørresundby square to The green path-

way (towards the school) there is only one main road to 
cross, after there is only the smaller roads: Beach street 
and Harbour street.

• For the bicycle path there is only one turn (to go under 
the bridge or up Beach street).

• It is a straight and forward path without many stops.

Cons:
• There is no straight bicycle path connection to Nørre-

sundby square from the bridge coming from Aalborg.
• The east crossing stays like it is today and therefore it 

is not dealing with the desire-lines from some cyclists 
arriving from Aalborg.

• The west crossing for cyclists is a large intersection for 
smaller children. It can still feel dangerous for children 
(there needs to be a strong design to give space for the 
cyclists in this crossing).

Description/discussion/conclusion
From Nørresundby square to the pathway towards the new 
development area, the upcoming new school, and to the 
lovely harbourfront there needs to be made good walkable 
access and safe bicycle pathways. This is because today the 
area is an important landing space for cars driving over the 
bridge to and from Nørresundby and Aalborg. Moreover, the 
space is also an important area for pedestrians getting to the 
harbour from the historical inner city and the connection to 
east and west of Nørresundby. 

There is a loss of connection for the pedestrians and cyclists 
to get around and through this space full of big roads and 
undefined paths. Therefore with this first concept, we try 
to make an easy bicycle pathway to and from Nørresund-
by square and the green pathway. Beach street and Harbour 
street are also made a lot smaller for the cars, giving more 
space for cyclists and pedestrians to move around. 

Concept one does not deal with some of the challenges from 
the east crossing. Today some cyclist instead of cycling un-
der the bridge to get to Nørresundby square would prefer 
to stop at the pedestrian crossing and then cycle through 
the existing parking place to get to the square. Even if there 
are a lot of stops and maneuvers around non existing bicy-
cle paths, it is still a desire-line for some people going to or 
through Nørresundby Square. However, the concept will still 
try to enhance the existing flow around the east crossing. 
In concept one, the existing parking place is changed to be 
a pedestrian area with a bicycle lane and facilitating softer 
mobility stations. This can make more people stop at the pe-
destrian crossing to walk over with their bicycles instead of 
cycling along the bicycle path under the bridge to then cross 
at the west crossing to Nørresundby square.

Second Concept
West crossing bicycle path as connector to 
green route and East crossing bicycle path 

as connector to square from the bridge.

Pros:
• Bicycle path from Nørresundby square to the green 

pathway (towards the school) and back is the same 
route - promotes legibility

• Bicycle path from Nørresundby square to the green 
pathway and back is straight forward.

• Clear connection/shortcut when coming from Aalborg 
center with bicycle to Nørresundby square right after 
the bridge.

Cons:
• East crossing has unusual solution which could pro-

mote conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians
• When cycling from the green pathway to Nørresundby 

square the West crossing is quite long and could feel 
unsafe for school children if not designed properly.

Description/discussion/conclusion
This concept promotes a safe and clear bicycle route from 
Nørresundby square to the new development area. Both di-
rections follow the same streets enhancing legibility. When 
taking direction to Nørresundby square the crossing of 
Vestergade is quite long, therefore an extra “bicycle island” is 
introduced. Because of the existing desire lines from cyclists 
for the East crossing, we have added an extra bicycle lane 
when crossing Ostergade towards Nørresundby square right 
after the bridge. This way it promotes easy access for cy-
clists and pedestrians when coming to Nørresundby square. 

The solution for East crossing is unusual, however people 
are stopping by the red light when coming over the bridge 
to cross Ostergade when pedestrians have green light. With 
this solution we are enhancing the mobility lines that people 
have already created by themselves and making it safer by 
introducing a separate bicycle lane with a traffic light section 
for turning. 

For West crossing - is “bicycle island” enough to make the 
crossing safer, or maybe it is enough with just blue paint?
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Third Concept
Huge Pedestrian Crossing on the east

Pros:
• It provides easy crossing for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Highlights pedestrian crossings and shows the empha-
sis given to soft mobilities.

• The large crossing allows for pedestrians to cross 
together at the same time and ensures safety while 
crossing.

•  Connects the bicycle route from the green path to 
Nørresundby square

•  Allows for clear marked ways for pedestrians and 
cyclists at the crossing

Cons:
•  All car traffic on Osterbrogade will need to stop, which 

will cause long waiting time for car traffic, coming from 
the bridge and Harbour street towards Osterbrogade 
and vice versa.

• This long waiting time can lead to traffic jams on the 
road and bridge.

• Sidewalks need to be enlarged to allow space for easy 
movement

• The traffic lights need to be reworked for this crossing, 
which means maybe more time for crossing.

Description/discussion/conclusion
This concept promotes a large pedestrian crossing area, 
with marked routes for cyclists. This makes it clear for pe-
destrians and cyclists to have the dedicated lanes at the 
crossing. Large pedestrian crossings enhances the impor-
tance to pedestrians and cyclists. Larger crossing ensures 
safety. Also, since this is a possible route for children going 
to school on the east. The larger crossing allows for people 
to move in 3 different directions at the same time, making it 
convenient for crossing.

The drawbacks from such a large crossing is that, all the 
car traffic needs to stop at the same time. This can result in 
large waiting times for car drivers. The crossing occupies a 
lot of space of the road area.

The east crossing seems to have no perfect solution to it. 
This concept of crossing can be a possible solution to the 
east crossing which ensures easy crossing, safety and 
creates legibility. It allows to move both ways going to the 
green path from Nørresundby square and green path to Nør-
resundby square. On this route, cyclists need to stop twice 
before crossing it securely.

The biggest challenge is the waiting time for cars, and also 
cars turning from Osterbrogade to Havnegade. The cyclists 
coming from Aalborg over the bridge need to stop twice at 
the crossing going towards the Nørresundby square. The 
traffic lights at this crossing will need to change accordingly.

DESIGN
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